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Introduction

Middle managers are not typical decision makers in selection of business software. The most software 
vendors try to reach with their offers CEO and CIO who are perceived as a "strategic power" and 
"technical power" respectively. Because of the recent technology changes like broad access to internet, 
growing applications quality and easy to use, basic computer education and Cloud Computing perception 
of business software is also changing. There are growing number of application which are not "strategic" 
(they are just good enough to do something) and "technical" (they can be hosted outside company 
premises and doesn’t require changes in company IT infrastructure).

The purpose of this report based on survey conducted between middle managers is to check their 
approach to business software. Do they have influence on software they use? What they need? Do 
business software vendors pay enough attention to them?

Key Findings

Our research conducted among the US middle managers shows that 42% of them actively act during 
enterprise software selection process. They want to talk with software vendors, gather knowledge about 
software and participate in software project teams. 21% of middle managers want to introduce their 
own software initiatives and present them to management.

However 24% respondents expect that IT people can be against their software initiatives and 23% expect 
that management will not be interested.  Only 21% middle managers are convinced their own 
suggestions about software will be welcome within company.

Middle managers think that their influence on software selection would be more effective when 
software vendors put more attention to them, especially:

• provide clear, easy to understand description of what software does (45% respondents asked 
for it!)

• prepare educational/training materials about software dedicated to business professionals
• make possible to easily find software related to particular job

Middle managers play important role during enterprise software selection. It is huge, influential 
group. They require from software vendors different sales service than CEO and CIO: more practical, 
clear and directly related to their jobs. 

From the other side, business software is important element of middle managers workplace. They 
understand that active involvement in software related issues is in their own interest and it helps them 
to deliver better business results. 
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Middle Managers at Organizations

Middle management in recent times has changed its definition. Predictions that because of modern 
technology, computer systems and communication tools multilayered structures evolve to flatten 
organizations were true. But it does not mean that middle management became redundant. Middle 
managers today are not just supervisors. They don't just manage, they also perform a job function, doing 
actual work in their areas. Having better business understanding and experience they still are a crucial 
element in company structure: they are able to turn company mission, strategies and goals to 
performance and results. Typically having great communication skills and being close to employees and 
customers, middle managers often have a better overview of an organization's strengths and 
weaknesses than top executives do.

Modern middle managers: 
• exactly know what is going on in the field: what problems and challenges employees and 

customer face, what processes are running smoothly and what and how could be improved, 
• have clear defined goals and business objectives,
• often own budget to address current issues,
• have visibility from high level managers and their opinions and suggestions can be influential,
• have high communication skills as a part of their job: it is easy for them to talk both with 

employees and managers,
• play important role during new technologies implementation: their contribution is crucial to fast 

and successful implementation.

Business Software Perception

Are middle managers frustrated because of software they use at work? Not at all. Software is perceived 
as a integral part of work environment. Sometimes software usage is painful, but people understand its 
importance and use it. However according to our survey we can estimate that 15% of installed software 
is not accepted (outdated, not suitable for particular job, too difficult).

No

Yes

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

15%

85%

Are you happy with software 
you use working for your company?

other

no, I waste time using this software

no,  I can imagine better software solution for me

yes, it is difficult but it is important part of my job

yes, I l ike it

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

2%

4%

5%

20%

69%

Does software you currently use make your work more effective?
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Influence on Software Selection

Survey shows 10% of middle managers act as decision makers. 42% are team members involved in 
software selection process. 41% stated that they had no influence on software selection.

It is interesting how this situation will develop in the coming years, as more and more people discover 
and install applications on their smart phones and tablets. Inevitably they will start comparing the 
software they use on their private devices to corporate tools. Also, they will see that selection of 
software applications is not rocket science and may start demanding more influence on selection of 
software in their companies.

Obstacles to Be Influential

Main concerns are related to standard perception of middle managers as not decision maker in software 
area. Software acquisition is often reserved for CEO and CIO and only active, ambitious and important 
middle managers can be included into decision making process.

Answers from our respondents indicate that what middle managers may need to strengthen their role in 
software acquisition process is access to information on what software is available to their role, how it 
can be used, what benefits it can bring and what are technical requirements for its implementation. 

All these information are necessary to prepare a strong business case that would convince higher 
management that bringing new tools to the organization is desired, and show IT what needs to be done 
to implement them. It is worth to mention that increasing number of SaaS / cloud solutions require less 
and less work at the IT side.

other

nobody cared about my opinion

I gave my feedback

I was a member of a project team

I was the decision maker

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

16%

41%

22%

10%

10%

Did you have any influence on selection of the software you use in company?

other

non of the above, I ’m sure my propos i tion wi l l  be accepted

I may have problem evaluating relevant features  of the software

I do not know where to find information about bus iness  software

I need to prepare sol id bus iness  case

IT Department wi l l  be aga inst i t

decis ion makers  wi l l  not be i nterested

0% 10% 20% 30%

13%

21%

8%

14%

22%

24%

23%

What obstacles do you face when you try 
to bring some productivity improving software to your company?
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Sources of Software Knowledge

38% of middle managers do not know what software their peers are using. They also do not treat social 
services as a medium to exchange thoughts about software.

Search engines are still perceived as the main source of information. However as we know the vast 
majority of content presented by search engines is created by companies to get their websites listed at 
the top of search results and in consequences it does not bring real value. Second source of software 
information are IT people. 

The interesting is that 16% of respondents are getting information about software directly from software 
vendors. It means they are able to directly manage vendors in terms ot their business software needs 
not being typical business software decission makers.

Even that only minority of our respondents (20%) were directly involved in acquisition of business 
software, the majority of them (79%) is looking for information about business applications. They have 
various ways of collecting such information, with internet remaining the dominant resource.

other

search on the internet (Google, etc.)

social services check (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter etc.)

ask company IT Department

ask friends

read industry news (press, Internet)

talk directly to software vendors

I’m not interested in any information about software
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When you want to get some knowledge about software what do you do?
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Communication with Software Vendors

38% of middle managers are ready to communicate directly with software vendors (phone, emails). 19% 
only read web pages. Another 38% of respondends think that direct contact with software vendors is 
outside of their area of authority.

Clearly a significant part of respondents feels that searching for software tools for their companies is a 
serious task that requires getting authorization from either higher management or IT. It stands in 
contrast to a larger number of surveyed middle managers who seem to actively seek for information 
about available software tools and engage vendors in discussion about them.

How to Overcome Obstacles?

To make middle managers more effective and active in business software area more relevant, accurate 
and valuable information's should be provided to them. They want to have possibility to find software 
related to their jobs, read its clear description, check how their peers using software. Having such 
knowledge they are ready to talk with software vendors about their detailed needs and act as software 
innovators within their companies.

other

I never do this, because I do not trust them

I never do this, because they will not take me seriously

I never do this, because I do not know how to talk with them

I never do this, because I do not have authority

reading their website is enough

by sending them some questions via email

phone call

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

1%

4%

1%

38%

19%

18%

20%

 How do you prefer to gather information about software related to your job 
from software vendors?

other

I’m not interested, I want everything to stay the way it is now

examples how people like me doing it

learning materials about software

list of software focused social groups I can join

Internet service which allows me to get answers from vendors

help from independent consultants

clear description of what software does

ability to search for software related to my job
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3%

27%

22%

25%

6%

20%

15%

45%

24%

 If you could leverage your professional position and your performance using business software, 
what would you need to start doing it
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Appendix

The present survey garnered responses from 210 middle managers across a range of industries and 
functional areas in US. Survey were conducted by Zoomerang in December 2010.

Sample demographics

References

Vince Thompson  ,  Ignited: Managers! Light Up Your Company and Career for More Power More Purpose   
and More Success (previ  ew  )

Talents, Clouds and Freedom, inlevel blog

Help valuable middle managers bring out the best in your business

Keystone of Lean Six Sigma: Strong Middle Management

Why Middle Management Should Fear Social Media

Why We Desperately Need a New (and Better) Google

<100
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About inlevel

inlevel is Internet company developing an online 
platform connecting users and vendors of business 
software.

inlevel idea is to create one place where business 
professionals can find software solutions for most of 
their business problems using business language.

Instead of going through all the marketing babbling 
and technical specifications, one may find business 
software based on business benefit she or he 
expects, what industry she or he is in, what business 
process needs improvement etc.

inlevel provides a novel way of shaping relations 
with software vendors to assure you get what you 
expected.

Founded in 2010, inlevel is an Internet platform 
linking business software users and software 
vendors around business concepts such as benefits, 
processes, performance measurements in context 
of industries and business functions.

For more information and news from inlevel, please 
visit www.inlevel.com. For additional assistance 
you may contact inlevel at info@inlevel.com.

Our web page:
http://www.inlevel.com

Our company blog:
http://blog.inlevel.com

Our Twitter:
http://twitter.com/completeview

Our YouTube channel:
http://youtube.com/completeview

http://youtube.com/completeview
http://twitter.com/completeview
http://blog.inlevel.com/
http://www.inlevel.com/

